
 

 FACULTY MENTOR  
STEERING COMMITTEE 
MINUTES 

Date: 09-10-2021 
Time: 9am-Noon 
Facilitator: Jessica Milford 

In Attendance 
Jessica Milford, Kristie Fuller, Dan Clancy, Mansoor Khan, Sal Shimy, Howard Triplett, Hope Murphy, 
Sarah Paige, Steven Barber 

Approval of Minutes 
Minutes from the April 2021 meeting were approved by email in April 2021.  

 Jessica will send the approved Minutes to Catherine Harwood for posting to the 
college website and to Kristie for posting in the Canvas shell. 

Introductions 
Introductions by each member were voiced, stating our name, which campus we are located at, 
how long we have been at the college, and how long we have been on this committee. 

Notetaker 
Jessica asked that someone other than Kristie take meeting notes, as Kristie carries lots of other 
responsibilities.  Sarah volunteered to do so. 

Update on newest NFMP Cohort so far this year 
Kristie spoke about the new cohort =  

--One mentee still needed a mentor; this issue has been solved.   

--First cohort meeting is upcoming – 9/17, noon start time.   
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--Second-year cohort members’ visits to major committees have been difficult to arrange; 
discussion ensued.   

--The NFMP Guidebook that this committee spent time last year updating now contains all 
wrong / outdated information, due to college re-organization;  

--we’ll have to update this fall;  

--Kristie verbally told new cohort about this, and to use the existing version knowing it will be 
updated soon.   

--Jessica showed the Word doc for this Guidebook on-screen, specifically the pages toward 
the end of it (pp. 48-62) that focused on campus information;  

--all of that will have to be updated / restructured – discussion ensued.   

--Upshot is that Kristie asked for volunteers to revamp those pages; Howard (PB), 
Steven (ME), Mansoor (TV), and Jessica (CO & CW)) volunteered to do so.   

--Discussion ensued again on how best to update these pages.   

Jessica will call meeting for four volunteers to meet and work on 
revising these pages in the NFMP Guidebook. 

:  Kristie will create a Discussion Board inside the FMSC Canvas shell for 
these volunteers’ findings, thoughts, etc.   

--Discussion ensued:  ideas included -- one page with CWC’s, others more campus-
based; group to coordinate what each new page looks like, what links will be used, 
flowcharts, keep it simple, reminder that newest faculty are not struggling with idea of re-org 
like existing faculty are – take that into account when revamping these doc-pages, etc. 

--Results are needed from this group for the Nov. 2021 meeting. 

Old Business 
Changes will need to be made not only to the NFMP Guidebook, but also to the FMSC Handbook 
because of college re-org. 

We don’t know who our Administrative Liaison is right now, due to re-org; Jessica reached out to Dr. 
Fletcher’s office but hasn’t received an answer. 

Jessica will reach out to Dr. Fletcher’s office again, to ask this question. 

Jessica asked that we each read through BOTH the Guidebook and the Handbook 
and make notes about the changes that need to be made; we’ll discuss these at the Nov. meeting. 

Kristie created a “9/10/2021 Meeting Homework” Discussion Board for us in the 
FMSC Canvas shell, so that we can upload to there our own notes (e.g., create a doc called “Sarah 
notes”) on changes and then the committee members will discuss all of them at the Nov. meeting. 

Jessica told everyone that starting in the Spring semester, we will begin working on the Program 
Review for the New Faculty Mentoring Program;  

--existing committee members had worked on creating the documentation last year, that 
we’ll use this year to make changes to the existing program.   
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--the Program Review is like the Accreditation process that many EFSC programs have to go 
through;  

--we are doing this internally, to get ready for asking for national accreditation from the 
International Mentoring Association (IMA). 

Any Questions on College Re-organization and our Committee within it? 
1. Sarah asked if the FMSC is still a committee or if it is now a council? 

 --Jessica brought up the new contract on-screen and showed Section 8.22 Major Committee 
Chairs section. 

  --Discussion ensued on how to give guidance to new mentees regarding which of 
these committees to try and visit for their second-year goal within the NFMP. 

  --Seven major committees/councils listed here; discussion about how difficult it is to 
go to some, should Kristie be lenient for last year’s cohort mentees who had trouble getting to 
some because of technology / Teams issues; mentors can step in too, to help with guidance, 
possible access to chairs; aim for open meetings for these committees. 

  --Decision reached about being clear in the NFMP Guidebook about which seven 
committees/councils exist and the goal being to attend a meeting of three of these during second 
year in Cohort program. 

 

2. Sarah asked if newest applications for Mentor Award are all in the Canvas shell? 

 --Jessica showed them on-screen, that #1, 2, and 3 are in there; #4 (and possibly #5) are 
still being redacted, but will be posted in next week or two. 

 --Rubric is in there too; Jessica showed it on-screen. 

 --Discussion ensued about how to conduct scoring on your own time. 

 --Howard was nominated by Jessica to handle the actual rubric-scores evaluation during the 
October meeting. 

Jessica will email us when all redacted applications are in the Canvas shell, for us to 
view. 

Each of us is to view those before the next meeting, read through them, do our own 
scoring on the rubric sheet (one sheet per application), and then be ready to discuss our scores 
verbally at the face-to-face meeting in October.  ALSO, Jessica asked that we make note of any 
particular, specific statements in the applications that stood out to us, to use in a possible 
tiebreaker situation. 

Jessica will reserve a room on the Melbourne campus for us to meet in-person at the 
October meeting, and she will email those details / update the meeting invite with that F2F 
information. 
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Program Assessment: 
Jessica spoke about the Program Assessment work the FMSC did last year and showed the Word 
document from within the Canvas shell. 

 --In the Spring 2022 semester, the committee members will review the “Yes, needs 
improvement” and the “No, we haven’t done this” statements in that document and find ways to 
implement changes in the program based on those needs. 

NFMP Canvas Class for NFMP members: 
Kristie showed the Canvas shell and its modules on-screen. 

She discussed the new groups she has created, for better data collection going forward. 

She has created quizzes and surveys for mentees and mentors to fill out, to better capture both 
quantitative and qualitative data, and for more ease-of-use by members. 

Discussion ensued on “Activity Checklists” section. 

  Kristie will send a Canvas invitation to all FMSC members so we can be part of the 
NFMP Canvas class; we will be able to see what the mentees see but won’t be able to see their 
inputs. 

Contact numbers for all FMSC Members: 
Jessica wanted everyone’s contact phone number, so group members could stay in touch more 
easily (e.g., in case someone is going to be late to a meeting, etc.). 

 --Everyone input their numbers into the Meeting chat. 

 Jessica added everyone’s name and number to the already-created “Committee 
Members’ List” in Canvas. 

Meeting Adjournment / Next Meeting 
10:47am – meeting was officially adjourned by Jessica. 

NEXT MEETING: 

--Will be a F2F meeting on the Melbourne campus on Friday, Oct. 8, 2021, 9am start. 

--Location TBD still; Jessica will email us that information / update the meeting invite ASAP. 
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